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Successful Events with 'RSVP'

Great events and conferences can be ruined by poor attendance. Empty seats and webinars
are embarrassing, and a waste of time and money.
As attendees often drop out at the last moment, confirmations are vital to allow ‘top ups’.
The R.S.V.P calls provide accurate feedback in real time on attendance levels, to aid accurate
planning of the event.
R.S.V.P. ensures maximum attendance and a well organised and comfortable gathering.



Attendance projections and intentions are recorded, updated and confirmed.

 Attendees’ special needs are recorded and reported separately.
 Larger events can be handled by mass email with responses taken by phone.
 Invitations too far in advance create poor attendance. R.S.V.P. allows correct timing.
 R.S.V.P will send event collateral automatically following acceptance.
 Real time reporting is always available to provide confidence and aid planning.

In units of 100 invitees, with 3 calls per invitation

£355 per month
Plus VAT

Think about using 'Recover' to make them feel valued.
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Ten Things Your Business Will Love About CCP Reception
• All Calls Answered by a Human Being
CCP train agents to answer calls exactly as you
require. You can set your preferred company
greeting and change it at will.

• Real Time Caller Screening
An exceptional Reception feature is that you can
decide how each call is to be prioritised or handled,
and change them instantly as often as you choose.

• Calls Answered Promptly
We aim to answer all calls with three rings. This
gives the customer reassurance that their business
matters.

• Total Peace of Mind Security
Teleagents cannot see your personal numbers or
recipients telephone numbers, without your
permission.

• Callers Greeted By Name
Previous, or preloaded callers, are greeted by
name. People like to be recognised and respond
positively to this personal touch.

• Call Recording
Conversations between the Teleagent and caller are
all recorded and passed on to you by email. Notes
may also be added for future reference.

• Caller Details Automatically into the CRM
All callers details are captured and entered into the
CRM for you to action later as you choose.

• Messages Between Recipients
Message other recipients directly from your inbox.
Communication made easy.

• Message to Caller Functionality
Using the call screening function, you can relay a
message to the caller via the Teleagent. For
example, if a motor dealers service managers’
customer calls, the Teleagent would see the
message ‘Ready for collection at 4pm - £317.42’.

• Call Transfer
Call transfers are only effective if recipients are willing
or able to receive the call. Each of your Recipients
automatically have the Call Screening function, so
they can redirect calls at will. This ensures that every
call reaches the right person at the right time.

On top of all these great features, you can add as many recipients, sites and departments as you wish, making
this system truly adaptable to businesses at any stage and to locations anywhere in the world.
CCP Reception is easy to implement and smooth to integrate. At an unbeatable price, Reception is the perfect
tool to increase customer satisfaction and build customer loyalty.
Call or email now to to discuss the unique needs of your business, and find out exactly how CCP Reception can
work for you.

sales@theccpnetwork.co.uk
www.ccpn.co.uk
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